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ptizan, m. the performance of ceremonial worship, worship,
22.
re, interj. O!, & (here pleonastic).
racyet/8, see ratun*
rudukh, see rozun,
rah, m. Bahu, the demon of eclipse, 22.
ruhuU) m. garlic, 89, 90, In both cases with a pun on the word
ruh, soul or spirit (Ar. rtifc).
rdjy, m. a kingdom, the ruling of a kingdom; rdjt/ fyonu, to
take ruling, to undertake the rale of a kingdom, 12; sg.
dat. rdjes %'*, one who gains a kingdom, 62.
raM, f. a line; met, a path or way as narrow as a line, 107;
sg.  dat. karmane r^Jchi (written) in the line of fate,—an
allusion to the lines of fate supposed to be inscribed on
a person's forehead on the 6t.h night after birth, 107.
ruw, m. a hair of the down of the body; used met. to indicate
a very small quantity or an Instant of time; piitPsas na
rumas (sg. dat.), I did not trust In him by a single hair, or
for a single instant, 104.
rainl or ronl, f. a queen;  hence, in  voc. rainy a, (politely)
OLady!, 10.
rang,  1, m. the stage of,a theatrical  performance;  hence,
a  theatrical   performance;   pL   dat.   (in  sense   of  gen.),
rangan± 81.
rang, 2, m. mode, manner, fashion; kyittlt^ rang., of what kind
of fashion ?, 84, 85.
rlnz*1, see rynnz^.
run!1, f. a wife, a man's wife (from the point of view of the
husband);  sg. dat. rane Ayu/tu, like a wife, K. Pr. 201;
pi. nom» rane, K. Pr. 102 (quater).
'rup\ adj. used —°, possessing the appearance of, acting in the
character of, In Mdry8-rilp\ acting in the character of a wife,
54; mdtru-r§p*, in the character of a mother, 54 ^ mayV-rup*,
in the character of earthly love, 54; zada-rtip*, acting in
the character of inanimate nature, stolid like an insentient
block, 20.
rSpA, m. shape, bodily form, 15.
ras, m. juice, sap, liquor, essence,  distillate, 40; a. person's
essence, his power, energy, 48; charm, pleasure, delight;
ndte-ms, the delights of (watching) dancing, 73.
Sg. abL sMshwasa, (water it) with the essence of the
moon, I.e. with nectar3 40 ; ram-nishe-ti, (I exerted myself)
even beyond my natural power, 48.
rasan,   L  the   tongue;   sg.  abL   ratarii,   (uttered)   by  the
tongue, 58.

